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We determine the nature of the magnetic order on the surface of a topological insulator (TI) which
develops due to hexagonal warping and the resulting Fermi surface (FS) nesting in the presence of a
repulsive Hubbard interaction. For this purpose we investigate the spin susceptibility and derive a
Landau theory to compare the different accessible phases. For a nearly hexagonal FS and sufficiently
strong interaction the magnetic ground state is formed by a skyrmion lattice, i.e., by a superposition
of three helical spin density waves which preserves C3 symmetry. The magnetic ground state is
topologically nontrivial with a nonzero skyrmion charge, which can be stabilized and controlled
by an applied magnetic field. By bringing the TI in proximity to a conventional superconductor
one can engineer a C3-symmetric topological superconductor. We explore the modification of the
phase diagram as well as the mutual influence between the skyrmion structure and a multipolar
distribution of supercurrents, which can provide information about the underlying skyrmion charge.
PACS numbers: 73.20.-r, 75.70.-i, 74.45.+c, 75.75.-c
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent predictions1–3 and discovery4–9 of topolog-
ical insulators (TIs) have brought about novel concepts
and applications relying on the presence of topologically
protected surface states10–13. For three-dimensional TIs
the electronic surface states are characterized by spin-
momentum locking, which in its simplest form yields a
helical Dirac cone energy dispersion. As long as time-
reversal (T ) symmetry is preserved, the surface states
are massless and protected against elastic backscatter-
ing. Their robustness is particularly useful when engi-
neering topological superconductors (TSCs) by bringing
the topological surface in proximity to a conventional
SC14–19. TSCs have the property that Majorana bound
states may occur at domain walls, vortices or other topo-
logical defects. A number of promising experimental
steps towards the implementation of TSCs have already
been reported20.
The topologically nontrivial properties rely on the
presence of a single Dirac point in the surface state en-
ergy dispersion5,11. Away from the Dirac point the dis-
persion can become distorted due to material-specific ef-
fects. For example, for Bi-based topological insulators
the Fermi surface (FS) exhibits C3v-symmetric warp-
ing, which modifies the FS such that it approaches the
form of a hexagon21–26. The consequences of warping
on magnetic21,27,28 and transport properties29 have been
discussed extensively in the literature. The most impor-
tant ones arise from the nesting of the hexagonal FS,
characterized by three nesting vectors Q1,2,3. It renders
the system susceptible to the spontaneous development
of helical magnetic order. The possible ground states
involve single- or triple-Q helical magnetism, with the
latter also including the possibility of skyrmion lattice
phases28. The question of which one of these phases con-
stitutes the magnetic ground state and how it depends
on various control fields, has not yet been fully resolved.
In the present work we elucidate this question and de-
termine the properties of the magnetic ground state of
the TI surface under the influence of warping and a re-
pulsive Hubbard interaction. For this purpose we first
analyze the spin susceptibility, from which we extract
the magnetic instabilities as a function of the chemical
potential. It can be varied by chemical doping, which
allows tuning the shape of the FS from convex via nearly
hexagonal to snowflake-like. To identify the magnetic
ground state, we derive a Landau theory for the mag-
netic order parameter. At fourth order it shows that for
a hexagonal FS the single-Q (stripe) magnetic order27
is less favorable than two possible triple-Q phases which
transform according to the A1 and A2 irreducible repre-
sentations (IRs) of the relevant C3v point group. These
two phases differ in the value of the topological skyrmion
charge C = 0 and C = ±1. The sixth-order Landau
expansion shows that the A2 phase corresponding to a
topologically nontrivial skyrmion lattice is favored.
The development of helical magnetism on the TI sur-
face opens perspectives for engineering TSCs, namely by
bringing the TI in proximity to a conventional SC, with-
out the need for vortices16–19,30. In such systems Majo-
rana fermions can be trapped at defects where the energy
difference between the magnetic order parameter and the
proximity-induced gap changes sign16,17,31. For this rea-
son, we determine the magnetic phases in the presence
of a spin singlet, proximity-induced superconducting gap.
Our analysis shows that a C3-symmetric TSC can be rea-
lized in these hybrid systems.
In the final part of the present work we propose means
to control the magnetic order on the TI surface and in-
vestigate signatures of it. Specifically, we show that an
external perpendicular magnetic field can stabilize the
A2 phase and select the sign of the skyrmion charge
C = ±1. An in-plane magnetic field or imposed su-
percurrent breaks the C3v symmetry and modifies the
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FIG. 1. (a) Ordinary Dirac cone (γ = 0) and (b) warped
(γ 6= 0) energy dispersions for the surface states of a 3D
topological insulator. The color coding denotes the direction-
resolved density of states. (c) Warped Fermi surfaces for dif-
ferent values of the chemical potential. For µ = µhex the FS
is closest to hexagonal, leading to nearly perfect nesting with
three nesting vectors Q1,2,3. The plane in (b) corresponds to
this optimal value E = µhex.
phase diagram. In addition, we note that the magnetic
skyrmion order may induce a multipolar supercurrent
distribution in the SC in proximity to the warped TI,
reflecting the nonzero skyrmion charge on the surface.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we in-
vestigate the effects of warping on the TI surface states
and their energy dispersion. Next we examine in Sec. III
the instability of the TI surface states towards the de-
velopment of a magnetic phase. To distinguish different
competing phases we need to derive a sixth-order Lan-
dau theory. In Sec. IV we examine the consequences
of a proximity-induced superconducting gap. In Sec. V
we suggest methods on how to manipulate the magnetic
phases, and point out that an induced supercurrent could
provide information about the skyrmion charge. We con-
clude in Sec. VI with a summary. Several extensions
are discussed in the appendices. In order to estimate
the consequences of the imperfect nesting we analyze in
Appendix A the susceptibility in more detail. In Ap-
pendix B we present details on the derivation of the
Landau theory. Finally, in Appendix C we perform a
symmetry-based classification of the magnetic order pa-
rameters.
II. TOPOLOGICAL INSULATOR WITH
WARPING
In this section we introduce the Hamiltonian describing
the surface states of a TI with hexagonal warping. We
determine the eigenvalue and eigenstates, and show that
warping leads to nesting of the resulting Fermi surface.
A. The Hamiltonian of a warped TI
The surface states (in the xy plane) of a warped TI
follow from the modified Dirac Hamiltonian21,
Ĥ0(k) = v (kxσy − kyσx) + γ
2
(k3+ + k
3
−)σz + 0(k) . (1)
The σ Pauli matrices act on the |↑〉 , |↓〉 eigenstates of
the z component of the total angular momentum opera-
tor, which for the materials under investigation almost
coincides with the spin operator S32. Here and through-
out we set ~ = 1. The first term of the Hamiltonian is
the Rashba spin-orbit coupling with Dirac “velocity” v.
It is invariant under arbitrary rotations about the z axis
and mirror operations. With only this term present, we
obtain a Dirac cone spectrum typical for relativistic mas-
sless particles with a constant density of states (DOS) as
shown in Fig. 1(a).
The second term in the Hamiltonian
γ
2
(k3+ + k
3
−)σz = γkx(k
2
x − 3k2y)σz (2)
with k± = kx ± iky = ke±iθk and strength γ intro-
duces warping effects. It reduces the continuous rota-
tional symmetry to a discrete C3 subgroup, generated
by a 2pi/3 counterclockwise rotation (C3) of the system
about the z axis. The C3 symmetry is supplemented by
the invariance of the Hamiltonian under the mirror oper-
ation at the yz plane σv : x 7→ −x, leading to a C3v point
group symmetry for the TI surface. The character table
of the point group is presented in Table I.
The third term in the Hamiltonian is assumed to be
invariant under all symmetry operations. In general it
includes particle-hole asymmetric contributions, such as
a chemical potential µ or a quadratic kinetic term ∝ k2.
For the rest of our discussion we will only consider the
effect of the chemical potential, which can be experi-
mentally controlled by doping or gating the topological
insulator33; i.e., we set 0(k) = −µ. We note that the
Hamiltonian respects T symmetry.
For convenience, we introduce dimensionless forms for
the wave vector k and Hamiltonian by scaling them with
ks =
√
v/γ and Es = vks, respectively. Representative
values for the material parameters v and γ can be in-
ferred from angular resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(see for instance Ref. 27 and references therein). As an
example we consider Bi2Te3 throughout the text with
ks = 0.1 A˚
−1 and Es = 0.26 eV.
TABLE I. Character table of C3v and examples of quanti-
ties transforming according to its irreducible representations
(IRs).
IR 1 2C3 3σv Linear Higher order
A1 1 1 1 z x
2 + y2, z2, z3, y(y2 − 3x2)
A2 1 1 −1 Sz x(x2 − 3y2)
E 2 −1 0 (x, y), (Sx, Sy) (2xy, x2 − y2), (xz, yz)
3B. Energy dispersion and eigenstates
For our further analysis we rewrite the Hamiltonian in
the form Ĥ0(k) = g(k) · σ − µ, introducing the vector
g(k) =
 −kykx
kx(k
2
x − 3k2y)
 = |g(k)|
sinϑk cosϕksinϑk sinϕk
cosϑk
 (3)
with polar angles given by cotϑk = sinϕk(k
2
x − 3k2y),
tanϕk = −kx/ky and ϕk = θk+pi/2. The resulting spec-
trum of the Hamiltonian under the influence of warping is
k,± = ±|g(k, θk)| − µ = ±k
√
1 + k4 cos2(3θk)− µ. It is
depicted in Fig. 1(b) for different values of the chemical
potential µ. The corresponding eigenstates, commonly
called helicity eigenstates, are
|k,+〉=
(
e−
iϕk
2 cos ϑk2
e+
iϕk
2 sin ϑk2
)
, |k,−〉=
(
−e− iϕk2 sin ϑk2
e+
iϕk
2 cos ϑk2
)
. (4)
For the following discussions it is useful to list the
transformation properties of k, the Pauli matrices σ,
g(k), and the helicity eigenstates under the action of
the C3v generators C3 and σv. We use the conven-
tion that (D̂−G ) D̂
+
G defines the representation of the
group element G acting on (axial) vectors. The rep-
resentation D̂+C3 = D̂
−
C3
of the rotation C3 is given
by the rotation matrix about the z axis by 2pi/3, ac-
ting like C3k = D̂
+
C3
k and C3σ = D̂
−
C3
σ. The mir-
ror operation yields σvk = D̂
+
σvk = diag(−1, 1, 1)k and
σvσ = diag(1,−1,−1)σ = D̂−σvσ = −D̂+σvσ.
Since the Hamiltonian is invariant under the operation
of any element G ∈ C3v, we have
g(Gk) · Gσ = g(k) · σ ⇒ g(Gk) = D̂−G g(k) . (5)
As a result, we also obtain the transformation properties
of the helicity eigenstates,
|C3k,±〉 = e−ipiσz/3 |k,±〉 and |σvk,±〉 = iσx |k,±〉 .(6)
C. Warping-induced Fermi surface nesting
As illustrated in Fig. 1(c) the shape of the FS can be
modified by tuning the chemical potential µ21. It evolves
from roughly circular for small values of µ . 0.5 to more
hexagonal for larger values and finally to snowflake-like
for µ & 1. The shape of the FS is defined by the cubic
equation |g(k, θk)| = µ. For cos(3θ) = 0 it is determined
by k(θ, µ) = µ. In general it is given by
k(θ, µ) =
√
t(θ, µ)− 1
3 cos2(3θ)t(θ, µ)
, (7)
t(θ, µ) =
3
√√√√ µ2
2 cos2(3θ)
+
√
µ4
4 cos4(3θ)
+
1
27 cos6(3θ)
.
In the following we focus on the situation where the FS
becomes nearly perfectly hexagonal with strong (but not
perfect) FS nesting. The latter occurs for µ = µhex =
0.725. As shown in Fig. 1(c) the nesting wave vectors
±Q1,2,3 are
Q1 ≡ 2k0(1, 0) ,
Q2 ≡ C3Q1 = 2k0(−1/2, +
√
3/2) ,
Q3 ≡ C3Q2 = 2k0(−1/2, −
√
3/2) (8)
with Fermi wave vector k0. The relation k0,+ = 0 implies
µ = |g(k0, 0)| = k0
√
1 + k40.
III. MAGNETIC INSTABILITY
In this section we investigate the tendency of the sur-
face states to spontaneously form a magnetic ground
state. In Sec. III A we discuss the magnetic order pa-
rameter developing for a repulsive Hubbard interaction
at the mean-field level. In Sec. III B we derive a Landau
theory for the surface magnetization, which we analyze
up to second order of the Landau expansion in Sec. III C,
up to fourth order in Sec. III D, and up to sixth order in
Sec. III E. At second order we can only determine the
tendency of the system to develop a magnetic order pa-
rameter; at fourth order we can infer the single- or triple-
Q character of the magnetic phase. We need the sixth
order to completely determine the structure of the order
parameter in the triple-Q phase. Two phase degrees of
freedom, which correspond to Goldstone modes, remain
open at any order of the Landau theory.
A. Magnetic interaction and order parameter
We assume a repulsive Hubbard interaction (U > 0) of
the form
HU = U
∫
dr n↑(r)n↓(r)
= U
∫
dr
[
ρ2(r)
4
− S
2(r)
3
]
, (9)
with particle and spin density operators ρ(r) =
ψˆ†(r)1ψˆ(r) and S(r) = ψˆ†(r)(σ/2)ψˆ(r). Since we do
not expect charge density-wave instabilities we will ne-
glect the nonmagnetic contribution to the interaction.
We proceed with a mean-field decoupling of the spin
interaction by introducing the related order parameter
M(r) = −U 〈S(r)〉. Thus the spin-dependent part of
the interaction becomes
Hmag =
∫
dr
M2(r)
U
+
∫
dr ψˆ†(r)M(r) · σψˆ(r) . (10)
After introducing the Fourier transforms, e.g.,
M(r) =
∫
dq
(2pi)2
eiq·rMq (11)
4we have
Hmag =
∫
dq
(2pi)2
[
|Mq|2
U
+
∫
dk
(2pi)2
ψˆ†k+q/2Mq · σψˆk−q/2
]
, (12)
and the self-consistency relation reduces to
Mq = −U
∫
dr e−iq·r 〈S(r)〉
= −U
2
∫
dk
(2pi)2
〈ψˆ†k−q/2σψˆk+q/2〉 . (13)
The order parameter has the symmetry property
M−q = M
∗
q and transforms under a group operation G
of the point group C3v according to GMq ≡ D̂−GMG−1q.
A complete classification of the possible magnetic order
parameters with wave vectors q, C3q and C
2
3q under the
C3v point group is presented in Appendix C.
B. Free energy functional of the topological
insulator
To obtain information about the dominant magnetic
instability and preferred wave vectors we derive a Lan-
dau free energy functional for magnetism. For this pur-
pose we integrate out the electronic degrees of freedom
in the frame of the path-integral formalism in terms of
Grassman fields. The free energy F = − lnZ/β depends
on the partition function
Z =
∫
D[ψ¯, ψ] e−S[ψ¯,ψ] , (14)
with the action
S[ψ¯, ψ] =
∑
k,q
ψ¯k+q
{
−
[
ikn − Ĥ0(k)
]
δq,0 +M q · σ
}
ψk
≡
∑
k,q
ψ¯k+q
[
−Ĝ−10 (k)δq,0 + V̂(k + q, k)
]
ψk
≡ ψ¯
(
−Ĝ−10 + V̂
)
ψ . (15)
Here we introduced the fermionic and bosonic (2+1)-
vectors k = (k, kn) and q = (q, ωn), with the fermionic
and bosonic Matsubara frequencies kn = (2n + 1)pi/β
and ωn = 2npi/β. Furthermore, we introduced the
shorthand notation
∑
k ≡
∑
kn
∫
dk /(2pi)2 for the inte-
gration over the (2+1)-vectors and the Kronecker delta
δq,q′ = (2pi)
2δ(q−q′)δωn,ω′n . The noninteracting Green’s
function is Ĝ0(k) = [ikn − Ĥ0(k)]−1. In the last line
of Eq. (15), S is written in a basis-independent form,
with operators Ĝ0 and V̂ defined by the matrix elements
Ĝ0(k) ≡ 〈k|Ĝ0|k〉 and V̂(k + q, k) ≡ 〈k + q|V̂|k〉. Here
we are interested in the static magnetization and con-
centrate on the zero-frequency component of Mq,0 and
the static magnetic potential V̂(k + q, k) ≡ V̂(q)δωn,0.
(a)
Ĝ(k + q)
Ĝ(k)
V̂(−q)V̂(q)
(b)
1
2
FIG. 2. (a) Loop diagram for the quadratic term of the Lan-
dau expansion in the magnetic order parameters. Solid lines
represent the fermionic propagators. (b) Representative mag-
netic scattering process for momentum transfers with one of
the FS nesting wave vectors, leading to strong enhancement
of the spin susceptibility.
Integration over the Grassmann variables yields the
fermionic determinant
Z = detβ
(
−Ĝ−10 + V̂
)
= etrln[β(−Ĝ
−1
0 +V̂)] (16)
and the related free energy
F = − 1
β
lnZ = F0 − 1
β
trln
(
1− Ĝ0V̂
)
. (17)
A series expansion of the logarithm in powers of the
magnetic potential, complemented by the quadratic term
emerging from the mean-field decoupling, yields the ef-
fective free energy for the magnetic order parameter
Fmag = 1
β
∞∑
ν=1
tr
(
Ĝ0V̂
)ν
ν
+
∫
dq
(2pi)2
|Mq|2
U
, (18)
where
Ĝ0(k) =
ikn + µ+ g(k) · σ
(ikn + µ)
2 − |g(k)|2 =
∑
s=±
Ps(k)
ikn − k,s . (19)
In the last form we introduced the projectors P±(k) =
[1± gˆ(k) · σ] /2 with unit vector gˆ(k) ≡ g(k)/|g(k)|.
C. Spin susceptibility and magnetic instability –
Landau theory at quadratic order
The leading magnetic instability is determined by the
quadratic term of the Landau functional,
F (2) = 1
2
∫
dq
(2pi)2
Ma−q
(
2
U
δab − χabq
)
M bq , (20)
which depends on the spin susceptibility χabq =∑
s,s′=± χ
ab
q,s,s′ . A summation over repeated indices
a, b = x, y, z is implied. In Fig. 2(a) we show the loop
diagram corresponding to the susceptibility and the do-
minant second-order scattering between nested sides of
the FS. The spin susceptibility is a sum of contributions
involving upper and lower helicity bands, s, s′ = ±,
χabq,s,s′ = −
∫
dk
(2pi)2
nF (k,s)− nF (k+q,s′)
k,s − k+q,s′
×〈k, s|σa|k + q, s′〉 〈k + q, s′|σb|k, s〉 . (21)
5In Fig. 3 we illustrate the different scattering processes
contributing to the spin susceptibility. For µ > 0 and
T = 0 the lower helicity band |k,−〉 is located deep below
the Fermi energy and fully occupied; i.e., nF (k,−) = 1.
Therefore, intraband scattering in the lower band is sup-
pressed. Only intra- and interband scattering involving
the upper helicity band |k,+〉 are relevant. Processes
of the type 1 of Fig. 3, i.e., intraband scattering in
the upper helicity band with large wave-vector trans-
fer are the most dominant ones. The interband pro-
cesses 2 and 4 enter the susceptibility with a small factor
∼ 1/(k,−− k,+) < 1/µ. Processes of the type 3, i.e., in-
traband scattering in the upper helicity band with small
wave-vector transfer, can be neglected since the occupa-
tion of the two states remains practically unchanged.
For an almost hexagonal FS the dominant scattering
process contributing to the spin susceptibility for a wave
vector Q1 (similarly for the rest) involves nested parts of
the FS as shown in Fig. 2(b). In strictly 1D systems34,
where nesting is perfect, the susceptibility might diverge,
which would signal the onset of a magnetic instability. In
the present problem, where nesting is not perfect, the sus-
ceptibility does not diverge, but it is strongly enhanced
for the wave vectors ±Qi. In combination with a suffi-
ciently strong interaction this may be sufficient to lead
to a magnetic instability.
Diagonalizing the spin susceptibility matrix for each
wave vector q yields three eigenvalues and unit eigen-
vectors, χˆqM̂
i
q = χ
i
qM̂
i
q, with i = 1, 2, 3. The largest
eigenvalue corresponds to the leading magnetic instabi-
lity. In the model considered here there are no other
competing instabilities. Instead all potential instabilities
are triggered by the same interaction potential U . The
critical interaction then follows from the Stoner criterion
det[(2/Ucrit)1− χˆq] = 0.
In Fig. 4 we plot the largest eigenvalue of the spin sus-
ceptibility, χ1q, for different wave vectors q = (qx, qy).
We consider T = 0 and focus on the case with the most
perfectly hexagonally warped FS, i.e., µ = µhex. We de-
compose the susceptibility into the inter- and intraband
contributions of the two helicity bands. The major con-
tribution of the interband scattering, shown in Fig. 4(a),
comes from q ≈ 0 with only a weak signature of the
hexagonal warping. A large value of χ10 would indicate
a tendency to a ferromagnetic ground state. The up-
per helicity intraband contribution, plotted in Fig. 4(b),
peaks for nesting wave vectors ±Q1,2,3. For T = 0 the in-
traband contribution of the lower helicity band vanishes.
Fig. 4(c) depicts the total susceptibility, i.e., the sum of
the interband and upper helicity intraband contributions.
The picture persists qualitatively unchanged as long as
the dimensionless temperature is low, i.e. T . 0.05. In
Appendix A we present further results for different values
of the chemical potential and momentum transfers along
high-symmetry lines.
The largest eigenvalue of the susceptibility is χ1Q1 ≈
12/(2pi)2. This implies that a magnetic instability arises
when the interaction is stronger than a critical value,
−1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5−1.5
−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
1
2
3 4
ky
ǫ k
occupied lower
helicity band
occupied upper
helicity band
empty upper
helicity band
FIG. 3. Energy dispersions versus ky for kx = 0. Scatte-
ring processes from occupied states below µ to empty states
are illustrated. For a well-nested FS, process 1 yields the
dominant contribution to the upper helicity band spin sus-
ceptibility, while process 2 is the most relevant contribution
from interband scattering. Processes 3 and 4 are suppressed
at low temperatures.
which at T = 0 is Ucrit = 2/χ
1
Q1
≈ 6.58. For Bi2Te3 this
corresponds to U ≈ 1.71 eV. If we take into account only
the upper helicity band contribution, we find a higher
value of the critical interaction, U ≈ 2.57 eV. Since the
two results differ only slightly, we will concentrate in the
following qualitative discussions on the contribution from
the upper helicity band only.
If the interaction is sufficiently strong, the system de-
velops the magnetic phase corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue. Once this is established, the remaining two
instabilities related to χ2,3q are suppressed since most of
the FS is gapped. Therefore we will consider only the
emergence of the leading magnetic instability. This is
justified for all temperatures and is confirmed by our nu-
merical results, since the eigenvalues of the remaining
instabilities are very small. Our results reported so far
are in agreement with previous studies27,28.
The nature of the order parameter is determined by the
unit eigenvector M̂
1
q corresponding to the largest eigen-
value of the spin susceptibility χ1q. Since we only consider
this eigenvalue in the following we omit from here on the
index 1 for convenience; i.e., we write M̂q. The complex
unit eigenvector M̂Q1 will be parametrized by spherical
coordinates with the angles ζ and υ:
M̂Q1(ζ, υ) =
 cos ζi sin ζ sin υ
i sin ζ cos υ
 . (22)
We observe that the x component of the eigenvector ex-
hibits a pi/2 phase shift compared to the y and z com-
ponents. The particular form implies that, as a direct
consequence of the spin-momentum locking of the sur-
face states, the leading instability corresponds to a helical
magnetic phase.
The orientation of the magnetic order can be under-
stood directly from the structure of the Hamiltonian. As
we argued above the upper helicity band contribution
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FIG. 4. Full view [(a1),(b1),(c1)] and top view [(a2),(b2),(c2)] plots of the largest eigenvalue of the spin susceptibility versus
the wave vector q = (qx, qy). The parameters are µ = µhex = 0.725 and T = 0.01 in (a1), (b1), (c1) and T = 0 in (a2), (b2),
(c2). (a) Interband contribution. (b) Intraband contribution from the upper helicity band. (c) Total susceptibility [sum of (a)
and (b)]. The nesting vector Q1 connects two sides of the FS. The remaining nesting vectors Q2,3 are related by C3 rotations.
plays the dominant role. If we consider the projection of
the magnetic term onto this band only we obtain
H+mag =
∫
dq
(2pi)2
[
|Mq|2
U
+
∫
dk
(2pi)2
ψ†k+q/2,+Mq · σ+q (k)ψk−q/2,+
]
. (23)
Here we introduced the matrix element
σ+q (k) ≡ 〈k + q/2,+|σ|k − q/2,+〉 , (24)
which is related to the effective magnetic moment of
the upper helicity band (with details presented in Ap-
pendix B). We note that σ+q (0) assumes the simple form
σ+q (0) =
cosϑq/2 cosϕq/2 + i sinϕq/2cosϑq/2 sinϕq/2 − i cosϕq/2
− sinϑq/2
 . (25)
Specifically for q = Q1 we find
σ+Q1(0) =
 ik30/µhex
−k0/µhex
 . (26)
The maximum magnetic gap at the hexagonal FS is
achieved when the corresponding moduli |MQi ·σ+Qi(k)|
(i = 1, 2, 3) become maximized. Since in the present si-
tuation the FS mainly consists of nearly flat parts nested
by the wave vectors q = Q1,2,3, the above moduli will
be maximized when M̂Q1,2,3 are parallel to σ
+
Q1,2,3
(0),
respectively. The latter condition is satisfied when
M̂Q1 ≈
1√
2
 1ik30/µhex
−ik0/µhex
 . (27)
The remaining eigenvectors M̂±Q2,3 can be obtained
from the transformation properties of the susceptibi-
lity matrix under the group elements G ∈ C3v; i.e.,
χˆGq = D̂−G χˆq
(
D̂−G
)ᵀ
. This implies M̂Gq = D̂−G M̂q. As
a result of the magnetic order a gap opens at the well-
nested parts of the FS; however, there is no guarantee
for a gap opening at the remaining FS. This behavior,
which is typical for two-dimensional systems with imper-
fect nesting35, is indeed found in the present problem, as
we will show in Sec. IV C.
Numerically we find ζ ≈ pi/4 and υ ≈ 0.9pi, in
good agreement with the approximate Eq. (27) since
sin(ζ) ≈ cos(ζ) ≈ 1/√2, sin(υ) ≈ k30/µhex, and cos(υ) ≈
−k0/µhex. The differences between the numerical and ap-
proximate result is due to the contributions from those
parts of the FS which have poor nesting, such as the
rounded corners of the FS. Further details on the nu-
merically extracted parameters, including their remark-
ably weak temperature dependence, are presented in Ap-
pendix A.
D. Landau theory up to quartic order: Single-
versus triple-Q magnetic phase
Previous work on hexagonally warped surface states
focused on the spin susceptibility or equivalently on the
quadratic part of a Landau expansion. Single-Q (i.e.,
stripes) or triple-Q magnetic phases were found and de-
scribed. However, as already noted in Ref. 21, on this
level there remains a large degree of degeneracy among
the potential ground states. Therefore, it is necessary to
determine the quartic and, as it will turn out, even the
sixth-order coefficients of the Landau expansion. In this
section we show that the quartic order decides in favor
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FIG. 5. Different types of scattering processes between points
on the hexagonal FS yield the dominant contribution to the
coefficients. Type (a) determines β1, type (b) determines β2,
and the sixth-order type (c) determines η. Due to momen-
tum conservation the scattering phase space (indicated in red)
which determines β2 and η is much smaller than the phase
space for α and β1.
of a triple-Q order parameter.
To proceed we focus on the dominant nesting vectors
±Qi and split the favored magnetization vectors MQi =
MiM̂ i into a complex amplitude Mi = e
iΦi |Mi| and a
unit vector M̂ i = M̂Qi . The unit vectors have been in-
troduced in Sec. III C. Note that M−Qi = M
∗
i M̂−Qi .
After having fixed the orientation of the magnetic or-
der parameters, the remaining 6 degrees of freedom arise
from the moduli |Mi| and the phases Φi. At quartic order
the Landau expansion involves only the moduli |Mi| and
reads
F (4) = α
3∑
i=1
|Mi|2 + β1
2
3∑
i=1
|Mi|4 + β2
∑
i<j
|Mi|2|Mj |2
= α
3∑
i=1
|Mi|2 + βS
(
3∑
i=1
|Mi|2
)2
+ βA
3∑
i=1
|Mi|4 . (28)
The coefficient α = 2/U − χ1Q1 vanishes at the onset
of the instability. The coefficients β1 and β2 originate
from the scattering processes shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b),
respectively. Their values are obtained from four-leg loop
diagrams as described in detail in Appendix B.
The second-order term in the Landau expansion ex-
hibits U(3) symmetry21, which suggests expressing the
three complex scalar order parameters as a vector with
angles ω and ρ,M1M2
M3
 = |M |
eiΦ1 sinω cos ρeiΦ2 sinω sin ρ
eiΦ3 cosω
 . (29)
In general the U(3) symmetry is broken by higher or-
der terms. We show this explicitly by splitting the
fourth-order terms in the second line of Eq. (28) into
a U(3)-symmetric term with coefficient βS = β2/2 and
an anisotropic one with coefficient βA = (β1 − β2)/2.
The relation between β1 and β2 (or equivalently be-
tween βS and βA) determines whether the order parame-
ters of different nesting vectors compete or coexist. We
first consider the case βS > 0. Then it is sufficient to
minimize the anisotropic term, which reads
βA|M |4
[
sin4 ω(cos4 ρ+ sin4 ρ) + cos4 ω
]
. (30)
For βA < 0 the minima are located at ω = 0, indepen-
dent of ρ and at ω = ±pi/2 and ρ = 0,±pi/2. This case
corresponds to a magnetization with a single wave vec-
tor Qi. On the other hand, for βA > 0 the minimum is
found at ρ = ±pi/4 and ω = arctan√2, which implies
that |M1,2,3| are equal.
In the case βS < 0 the favored value for the modulus
|M | is obtained by minimizing the Landau functional up
to quartic order. It reduces to the conditions
|Mi|
(
α+ β1|Mi|2 + β2
∑
j 6=i
|Mj |2
)
= 0 . (31)
This system of equations allows three solutions: (i) a
nonmagnetic phase with |Mi| = 0, (ii) a single-Q phase
and (iii) a triple-Q phase. In the single-Q case with, e.g.,
|M1| 6= 0 and |M2,3| = 0, we obtain |M1|2 = |α|/β1 and
the free energy value F = −α2/(2β1). For the triple-Q
phase we obtain |Mi|2 = |α|/(β1 + 2β2) for i = 1, 2, 3
and the free energy F = −3α2/[2(β1 + 2β2)]. By compa-
rison we find that the triple-Q phase is stabilized when
β1 > β2 or β1 > −2β2. Note that a double-Q phase can-
not appear, since whenever two order parameters appear
together, due to the β2 coupling, they act as sources for
the remaining third-order parameter leading to a triple-
Q phase.
The coefficients β1,2 are obtained by evaluating ap-
propriate four-leg loop diagrams similarly to Sec. III C
(see Appendix B for details), with results presented in
Fig. 6. In the whole relevant temperature regime we
find β1  2|β2|. This implies that the triple-Q phase
with equal values of |Mi| for i = 1, 2, 3 is favored over
the stripe phase. The stabilization of this triple-Q phase
renders the system C3-symmetric. We want to add, that
although the stripe phase appears unfavored within the
model under consideration, it can become relevant in
cases where external fields or structural defects break the
C3 symmetry.
According to the above analysis, the magnitude of the
order parameter is fixed at the quartic order of the Lan-
dau theory. However, the three phase degrees of free-
dom remain undetermined. Two of the phase degrees of
freedom, Φx = 2Φ1 − Φ2 − Φ3 and Φy =
√
3(Φ2 − Φ3),
constitute Goldstone modes, i.e., phasons related to the
broken translational symmetry in the two-dimensional
coordinate space. These phases transform according to
the two-dimensional IR of C3v. The remaining “center
of mass” phase Φz = Φ1 + Φ2 + Φ3, which transforms
according to the A2 IR of C3v, will be determined by
a sixth-order term of the Landau expansion, as we will
show in the next section.
E. Landau theory at sixth order: Phase locking for
the triple-Q order parameter
At sixth order of the Landau expansion we find terms
of the form |Mi|6, |Mi|2|Mj |4 with i 6= j and |M1M2M3|2.
They are made up of products of moduli similar to the
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FIG. 6. Coefficients of the Landau expansion up to sixth order
for (a), (b) T = 0.01, 0.05 (corresponding to T = 30 ,150 K for
Bi2Te3). The dashed lines mark the selected chemical poten-
tial µ = µhex. For this value of chemical potential, the rela-
tion between the coefficients α, β1,2, and η favors the triple-Q
magnetic phase. η is plotted in arbitrary units since only the
sign is important. For the numerical analysis we considered
only the upper helicity band contribution.
lower order terms and yield only quantitative corrections.
Accordingly, they cannot provide information about the
“center of mass” phase Φz. This information is contained
in a new type of term of the form
F (6)Φz = η(M1M2M3)2 + η(M∗1M∗2M∗3 )2
= 2η|M1M2M3|2 cos (2Φz) , (32)
which is allowed at sixth order due to the relation
Q1 +Q2 +Q3 = 0. The most relevant underlying scat-
tering process is shown in Fig. 5(c), where the particle
is scattered in momentum space twice around the trian-
gular path. The sign of the parameter η is sufficient to
fix Φz. If η < 0 (η > 0) the free energy is minimized for
Φz = 0, pi (Φz = ±pi/2).
The sign of η depends on the shape of the FS, which is
controlled by the chemical potential µ. Our numerical re-
sults are depicted in Fig. 6. We note that the system can
be tuned to a critical chemical potential for which η va-
nishes, which leads to an additional degeneracy between
the A1 and A2 order parameters, and Φz merely repre-
sents an additional Goldstone mode. On the other hand,
in the vicinity of the value µ = µhex = 0.725, correspon-
ding to a hexagonal FS, we find η > 0. That means the
A2 IR of the magnetic order parameter with Φz = ±pi/2
is favored. In the next paragraph, we examine further
properties of this favored magnetic ground state.
F. Skyrmion lattices
Continuing with the convention of Sec. III C we assume
for the rest of the discussion that the Mx component of
the order parameter is real and the My,z components
purely imaginary. With this choice, we find that the
magnetic order parameter M(r) belongs for Φz = 0, pi
(Φz = ±pi/2) to the A1 (A2) IR of the point group C3v.
For a detailed discussion of the accessible magnetic order
parameters and their classification according to the IRs
of the C3v point group, see Appendix C.
In Fig. 7 we depict the resulting magnetization vector
in coordinate space
M(r) =
3∑
i=1
MQie
iQi·r + c.c. (33)
for the values Φz = 0, pi, ±pi/2. One can directly identify
the IR to which each magnetic profile belongs. For the A1
representation profiles with Φz = 0, pi, the magnetization
component Mx(r) is even under the mirror symmetry
x 7→ −x, while the My,z(r) components change sign.
The opposite situation is realized in the case of the A2
IRs. The magnetization profiles corresponding to Φz =
±pi/2 preserve only the C3 symmetry and give rise to a
skyrmion lattice.
As shown in Fig. 7(b,c), the particular magnetic
skyrmion profile exhibits a periodicity that allows us
to introduce a unit cell (UC) (enclosed by green lines)
(a)
x
yC = 0
a1
(b)
x
yC = 0
a1
(c)
x
yC = −1
a1
(d)
x
yC = +1
a1
(e)
x
y
FIG. 7. Magnetization profile on the surface of a warped TI
for |r · Q̂i| ≤ 2pi. The green parallelogram formed by the two
triangles is the unit cell. (a), (b) Triple-Q phases belonging to
the A1 representation of the group C3v with skyrmion charge
C = 0: (a) Φz = Φ1,2,3 = 0 and (b) Φz = Φ1,2,3 = pi. (c),
(d) Triple-Q phases belonging to the A2 representation of the
group C3v with skyrmion charge C = ±1: (c) Φz = −pi/2,
Φ1,2,3 = pi/2 and (d) Φz = pi/2, Φ1,2,3 = −pi/2. (e) Single-Q
phase with order parameter breaking the C3 symmetry. For
presentation purposes we use in (e) a vector normalization
differing from the ones in (a)-(d).
9spanned by the vectors
a1 =
2pi√
3k0
(√
3
2
,
1
2
)
, a2 =
2pi√
3k0
(0, 1) . (34)
In order to highlight the unbroken C3 symmetry we show
a hexagon defined by |r · Qi| ≤ 2pi, which consists of
three UCs. The periodicity in real space also suggests
the definition of a Brillouin zone (BZ) in k space with
|k · Q̂i| ≤ k0.
The magnetization vector at opposite edges of the UC
is the same, allowing us to compactify the UC. In fact,
gluing the opposite edges of the UC yields a manifold
homeomorphic to the flat 2-torus T2. On the other hand,
the unit vector M̂(r) takes values on the 2-sphere S2.
The winding (or first Chern) number of the mapping from
the torus to the sphere is defined as
C = 1
4pi
∫
UC
dr M̂(r) ·
(
∂xM̂(r)× ∂yM̂(r)
)
. (35)
In the present context the Chern number is also called
skyrmion charge and takes only integer values. We find
that C = sign(Φz); thus C = 0 for the A1 phases and C =
±1 for the A2 phases, with Φz = ±pi/2. Therefore, in the
A2 phases the magnetization is topologically nontrivial
with ±1 skyrmion charge.
The possibility of a topologically nontrivial magnetic
ground state has been discussed earlier in Ref. 28. By our
detailed analysis we confirmed that the skyrmion lattice
is indeed the true thermodynamic ground state of the
system with a hexagonal FS.
IV. EFFECTS OF PROXIMITY-INDUCED
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
One of the prospects of TIs is their use as building
blocks for engineering TSCs. A route to this goal relies
on bringing the TI in proximity to a conventional super-
conductor. This requires analyzing the consequences of a
proximity-induced superconducting gap on the magnetic
instability and the magnetic surface states. Conversely
the surface magnetism acts as a pair-breaking source for
the superconductor and reduces the superconducting gap
near the interface. For the qualitative discussion of the
following section we neglect this effect. However, we will
point out that induced supercurrents may contain infor-
mation about the magnetic structures.
A. Magnetic instability of the surface states in
proximity to a superconductor
On a phenomenological level we expect that the pro-
ximity induced superconducting gap ∆ introduces addi-
tional terms in the Landau free energy expansion, the
most important one for weak |∆| being
Fmag,sc = c|∆|2
3∑
i=1
|Mi|2 . (36)
Note that the T symmetry violating magnetic phase com-
petes with the spin singlet proximity-induced gap, which
implies that c > 0. The presence of the coupling term
modifies the coefficient α as follows,
α(∆) =
2
U
− χ1Q1 + c|∆|2 . (37)
It can be viewed as a renormalization of the effective
interaction. That is, in the presence of ∆, a stronger
interaction is required for reaching the magnetic insta-
bility as compared to the situation without. At this level
of the Landau theory the presence of superconductivity
does not change the nature of the magnetic order, i.e.,
our conclusions concerning triple- or single-Q phases or
the selection between the different triple-Q phases remain
unchanged. Therefore we assume for the rest of this sec-
tion that one of the triple-Q phases or the nonmagnetic
state is selected.
For a more quantitative analysis of the proximity
effects on the magnetic instability we recalculate the
quadratic term of the Landau expansion similarly to
Sec. III B, but with ∆ included in the Bogoliubov-de
Gennes Hamiltonian (BdG)
Ĥ0,sc(k) = g(k) · τzσ˜ − µτz −∆τyσy . (38)
We introduced τ Pauli matrices acting in particle-hole
space and extended the spin Pauli matrices σ to particle-
hole and spin space σ˜ ≡ (τzσx, σy, τzσz). Furthermore,
we chose a gauge where the proximity-induced supercon-
ducting gap ∆ is real and positive. After introducing the
four-component Nambu spinor
Ψ̂†k =
(
c†k↑, c
†
k↓, c−k↑, c−k↓
)
, (39)
we can rewrite the Hamiltonian as H0,sc =
1/2
∫
dk Ψ̂†kĤ0,sc(k)Ψ̂k. The mean-field-decoupled
magnetic contribution then reads
Hmag =
∫
dq
(2pi)2
[
|Mq|2
U
+
1
2
∫
dk
(2pi)2
Ψ̂†k+q/2Mq · σ˜ Ψ̂k−q/2
]
. (40)
Note the presence of a factor 1/2 which cancels the double
counting of the electronic degrees of freedom.
In order to perform the Landau expansion, we need
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the modified Green’s function
Ĝ0,sc(k) =
(ikn)
2 − (|g(k)|2 + µ2 + ∆2)− 2µg(k) · σ˜(
k2n + ˜
2
k,+
)(
k2n + ˜
2
k,−
)
×
[
ikn + Ĥ0,sc(k)
]
=
∑
s=±
P˜s(k)
[
ikn + Ĥ0,sc(k)
]
(ikn − ˜k,s) (ikn + ˜k,s) . (41)
Here kn again denotes the fermionic Matsubara frequen-
cies. We introduced the Nambu-space-extended helicity
band projectors P˜±(k) = [1± gˆ(k) · σ˜] /2 and the eigen-
energies ˜k,± =
√
2k,± + ∆2. For the calculation of the
modified spin susceptibility we switch to the helicity ba-
sis of the Hamiltonian {|e,k, s〉 , |h,k, s〉}, with s = ±1
denoting the helicities and e (h) corresponding to the
electron (hole) space:
|e,k,±〉 =
(
1
0
)
⊗ |k,±〉 , (42)
|h,k,±〉 = Ξ |e,k,±〉 = τx
(
1
0
)
⊗K |k,±〉
=
(
0
1
)
⊗ |−k,±〉∗ . (43)
The charge conjugate partner of |e,k,±〉 is obtained by
acting with the charge conjugation operator Ξ = τxK.
For instance, for the upper helicity band we obtain
|h,k,+〉 =
(
0
1
)
⊗
(
−e+ iϕk2 sin ϑk2
e−
iϕk
2 cos ϑk2
)
. (44)
Here we used ϕ−k = ϕk and ϑ−k = ϑk + pi. Notice
that the complex conjugation operator K also acts on
momenta Kk = −k.
According to the previous sections, the major contri-
bution to the spin susceptibility is provided by the upper
helicity band. Therefore, we consider only the upper he-
licity band by appropriately projecting the Hamiltonian
and Green’s function. The projected Hamiltonian, acting
now only in Nambu space, reads
Ĥ+0,sc(k) = k,+τz + ∆τx . (45)
Note that with the given choice of the helicity eigenstates,
the projected superconducting gap is k-independent. A
different gauge would yield an odd k-dependence, as dis-
cussed in Ref. 16.
The corresponding projected Green’s function reads
Ĝ+0,sc(k) =
ikn + Ĥ+0,sc(k)
(ikn − ˜k,+) (ikn + ˜k,+) . (46)
Using this Green’s function we obtain the spin suscep-
tibility, modified by the effects of the proximity-induced
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FIG. 8. Contours of the largest eigenvalue of the spin suscep-
tibility for values between 5.5 and 7.25 (only the contribution
of the upper helicity band is shown) versus the proximity-
induced superconducting gap ∆ and the chemical potential
µ. The dashed red line is the chemical potential µ = µhex for
which the FS is closest to hexagonal.
superconducting gap,
χ˜abq,++ = −
1
2
∑
λ,λ′=±
∫
dk
(2pi)2
nF (λ˜k,+)− nF (λ′˜k+q,+)
λ˜k,+ − λ′˜k+q,+
× ˜k,+˜k+q,+ + λλ
′(k,+k+q,+ + ∆2)
2˜k,+˜k+q,+
×〈k,+|σa|k + q,+〉 〈k + q,+|σb|k,+〉 . (47)
In Fig. 8 we present a contour plot of the spin suscep-
tibility calculated for T = 0 as a function of the chemi-
cal potential µ and superconducting gap ∆. As antici-
pated the spin susceptibility is reduced by the presence
of ∆. For example, if ∆ = 1.93× 10−3 corresponding to
0.5 meV for Bi2Te3, the spin susceptibility is reduced by
approximately 10%.
B. Low energy model for topological
superconductivity
In this section we derive a low-energy model for the
surface electrons of the TI and the magnetic order pa-
rameter under the influence of proximity-induced super-
conductivity. Essentially, the latter model will describe
the TSC expected to appear in this hybrid device. It will
allow us to establish the topological criterion related to
the emergence of Majorana fermions.
We start from the Hamiltonian Eq. (45) and include
the magnetic term of Eq. (40) in the upper helicity band
projection. We can restrict ourselves to the nesting wave
vectors ±Qi, which connect the k ± Qi/2 upper helici-
ty states (i = 1, 2, 3). Under these conditions, we ob-
tain a BdG Hamiltonian Ĥmag,sc(k), with three decou-
pled blocks hˆi(k). Each one of the blocks reads
hˆi(k) = δi,k,+τz + δi,k,−τzρz + ∆τx
+ MfRi (k)ρx −Mf Ii (k)ρy (48)
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with
δi,k,± =
k+Qi/2,+ ± k−Qi/2,+
2
(49)
and fi(k) ≡ M̂ i · σ+i (k) (we introduced σ+i (k) in
Sec. III C and discuss it further in Appendix B). More-
over, we enlarged the spinor space to account for the two
vectors k±Qi/2 by introducing ρ Pauli matrices acting
in the latter 2× 2 subspace. The spinors for each of the
blocks are defined in τ ⊗ ρ space as
Ψ̂†i,k =
(
ψ†k+Qi/2,+ , ψ
†
k−Qi/2,+ ,
ψ−k−Qi/2,+ , ψ−k+Qi/2,+
)
. (50)
The eigenenergies are given by ±Ei,k,s with s = ±1,
Ei,k,s =
√
δ2i,k,++δ
2
i,k,−+∆2+M2|fi(k)|2 + s2Ti(k) (51)
and
Ti(k) =
√
δ2i,k,+δ
2
i,k,−+M2|fi(k)|2(δ2i,k,++∆2) .
Note that each one of the above block Hamiltonians can
support a single zero-energy Majorana mode when a gap
in the dispersion closes at k = 016,17,31. If we use the
approximate M̂ i given in Eq. (27), we find that |fi(0)| ≈√
2. Since δi,0,± = 0, the criterion for the gap closing
yielding a single Majorana mode, becomes
∆ = M |fi(0)| , (52)
i.e., ∆ ≈ √2M . We conclude that the exact depen-
dence of the magnetic order parameter on the proxi-
mity-induced gap ∆ is crucial for deciding whether a
TSC is indeed feasible in the particular heterostructure.
For this reason, we determine self-consistently the depen-
dence M = M(∆) in the following section.
C. Magnetic gap in the presence of
superconductivity – Feasibility of a TSC
In this section, we solve the self-consistency relation
within the low-energy model derived in the previous para-
graph and determine the influence of the superconduc-
ting gap ∆ on the surface magnetization, focusing on
zero temperature since this is most relevant for Majo-
rana fermion scenarios. The free energy for each block of
the Hamiltonian is given by
Fi = 2M
2
U
− 1
2
∑
s=±
∫
dk
(2pi)2
Ei,k,s , (53)
which yields the self-consistency relation
M = U
∑
s=±
∫
dk
(2pi)2
M |fi(k)|2
8Ei,k,s
[
1 +
∆2 + δ2i,k,+
sTi(k)
]
. (54)
For varying strength of the interaction U and ∆, the
resulting strength M(U,∆) is depicted in Fig. 9. Due
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FIG. 9. Magnetization M(U,∆) obtained as a solution of the
self-consistency relation. We observe a first-order transition
with increasing ∆. When we consider the TI Bi2Te3 the in-
teraction strength U = 13 corresponds to U = 3.38 eV, a
superconducting gap of ∆ = 0.0025 to ∆ = 0.65 meV, and
the magnetic gap of M ≈ 0.01 to M = 2.6 meV. The blue
line coincides with the instability obtained from the Stoner
criterion, Ucrit = 2/χ
1
Q1,++
, and the green curve illustrates
the increase of the magnetization M with U for ∆ = 0. Only
the upper helicity band has been taken into account.
to imperfect nesting a minimum strength of the interac-
tion is required to induce a magnetic gap. We also va-
ried the chemical potential and found that the magnetic
gap remains almost unchanged for up to 5% detuning
from µhex. For larger values, the FS strongly differs from
the hexagonal surface, and additional nesting vectors be-
come important (see Appendix A). Upon increasing ∆
the magnetic order parameter shows a first-order phase
transition. This is expected due to the different proper-
ties of the proximity-induced singlet gap ∆ and the mag-
netic order parameter M under T . Strictly speaking the
jump of M(U,∆) marks the limit up to which a stable
or metastable nonzero solution is found. Here we did not
compare the corresponding values of the free energy to
precisely determine the transition point, but we do not
expect the qualitative picture to be changed. A similar
phase transition has been found before for a model with
spatially modulated superconducting pairing terms36.
When the superconducting gap is nonzero, ∆ 6= 0, and
below the critical value given by Eq. (52), the spectrum is
fully gapped. In Fig. 10 we display the reconstructed FS
and band structure for ∆ = 0 but a nonvanishing value of
the magnetic gap. We notice that the magnetic ground
state is associated with a FS which has gapped and un-
gapped parts. The ungapped parts arise as consequence
of the imperfect nesting and grow when we tune the
chemical potential away from the optimal value µhex pro-
ducing the most perfect hexagonal FS. Note that Q1(k0)
depends on µ, i.e. it follows the chemical potential. The
features of the band structure should be observable in
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FIG. 10. (a) Extended scheme of the FS for µ = µhex and ∆ =
0 for M = 0, 0.01, 0.02 (red, blue, and green, respectively).
(b) Partly gapped band structure for M = 0.02.
angular resolved photoemission spectroscopy.
To infer whether Majorana fermions may exist in the
given hybrid structure we need to examine whether the
inequality |∆| ≤ √2M(U,∆) can be satisfied, where the
magnetic gap M = M(U,∆) depends on the interaction
U and ∆. If we work at µ = µhex with an induced super-
conducting gap ∆ = 0.0025 (corresponding to 0.65 meV
for Bi2Te3), we find a required strength of the interac-
tion of U & 13 (corresponding to U & 3.38 eV for Bi2Te3)
and a magnetic gap of M ≈ 0.01 (2.6 meV). Since both
values appear accessible we conclude that the considered
heterostructure can indeed support Majorana fermions
and can be used to engineer a C3-symmetric TSC
19,37.
V. CONTROL AND FINGERPRINTS OF THE
MAGNETIC PHASES
To further study the warping-driven magnetic phases
we explore their properties under the influence of external
fields. Here we focus on the triple-Q phases, which under
the symmetry conditions studied so far are favored com-
pared to the single-Q phases. The latter can become re-
levant if C3 symmetry-breaking fields are introduced. In
Sec. V A we show that a perpendicular magnetic field Bz
provides the most direct way for controlling the skyrmion
charge without violating C3 symmetry. In Sec. V B we
discuss the influence of an imposed supercurrent on the
proximity-coupled TI. Based on symmetry arguments we
note a tendency that magnetic skyrmion phases induce
distinctive multipolar patterns of supercurrents, which
might serve as signatures of the magnetic phases.
A. Tailoring the magnetic phase diagram
Given the C3v point group symmetry of the TI sur-
face, we perform a symmetry classification of prominent
external fields which can tailor the nature of the mag-
netic ground state. In Table II we categorize the electric
E(r) and magnetic B(r) fields according to the IRs of
the point group. We also included a symmetry classifica-
tion for the supercurrent vector J(r) ∝ ∇φ(r), which is
relevant when the TI is in proximity to a bulk supercon-
ductor with order parameter ∆(r) = ∆eiφ(r). As long as
B and J are static and spatially homogeneous, they can
only influence the magnetic phase diagram by coupling
to Φz. In contrast, when a constant electric field E is
applied, a term of the form ΦxEx + ΦyEy is allowed.
External fields coupling to Φz determine the favored
triple-Q phase. The only terms of the Landau expan-
sion of Sec. III B in which Φz appears have the form
(M1M2M3)
n = |M1M2M3|einΦz and (M∗1M∗2M∗3 )n =
|M1M2M3|e−inΦz with n ∈ N. As discussed in that sec-
tion, as a result of T symmetry only terms with even
n are allowed. Consequently the lowest order accessible
term was 2η|M1M2M3|2 cos(2Φz). The modification of
η, which potentially can arise as consequence of appro-
priate T -symmetric external fields, allows switching be-
tween the possible triple-Q phases and thus controlling
the skyrmion charge C.
In contrast, by applying T -violating external fields
of the types shown in Table III one can influence the
phase diagram already at lower orders, rendering the
sixth-order terms and the value of η irrelevant near the
magnetic phase boundaries where the order parameters
are small. The third-order terms |M1M2M3| cosΦz and
|M1M2M3| sinΦz, which belong to the A1 and A2 rep-
resentations, respectively, can couple to T symmetry
breaking combinations of external fields. Fields which
couple to the term cosΦz (sinΦz) will stabilize the triple-
Q phases with Φz = 0, pi (Φz = ±pi/2).
For instance, an external perpendicular magnetic field
Bz only couples to the A2 term, contributing to the Lan-
dau expansion the term |M1M2M3| sinΦzBz. At the ex-
trema it reduces to CBz, where C = ±1. That is, a per-
pendicular field Bz, which is experimentally easily acces-
TABLE II. Symmetry classification of the phase degrees of
freedom Φ, the electric field E, the magnetic field B and the
supercurrent J , according to IRs of C3v and their behavior
under time reversal T .
IR 1 2C3 3σv T = +1 T = −1
A1 1 1 1 Ez Jz
A2 1 1 −1 Φz Bz
E 2 −1 0 (Φx, Φy), (Ex, Ey) (Bx, By), (Jx, Jy)
TABLE III. Combinations of magnetic field B and supercur-
rent J which couple to |M1M2M3| cosΦz or |M1M2M3| sinΦz.
The presence of the respective terms can select the triple-Q
magnetic ground state. The cosΦz (sinΦz) establishes the
Φz = 0, pi (Φz = ±pi/2) magnetic ground state.
|M1M2M3| cosΦz· |M1M2M3| sinΦz·
Bx(B
2
x − 3B2y) Bz, B3z , Bz(B2x +B2y)
Jy(J
2
y − 3J2x) By(B2y − 3B2x), Jx(J2x − 3J2y )
2JxJyBy − (J2x − J2y )Bx 2JxJyBx + (J2x − J2y )By
2BxByJx + (B
2
x −B2y)Jy 2BxByJy − (B2x −B2y)Jx
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sible, directly couples to the skyrmion charge and enables
its manipulation. It also stabilizes the topologically non-
trivial skyrmion phase, with the important consequence
that near the phase boundary even a weak field can im-
pose the skyrmion phases with C = ±1, although the FS
may deviate from the hexagonal shape.
Constant in-plane magnetic fields Bx,y or imposed su-
percurrents Jx,y break the C3 symmetry and favor single-
Q (stripe) phases.
From a symmetry perspective, according to Table III,
a field distribution with nonzero value of Bx(B
2
x − 3B2y)
or Jx(J
2
x − 3J2y ) would stabilize the A1 or A2 phase with
C = 0 or C = ±1, respectively. Similar conclusions can
be reached for the remaining third-order combinations of
external fields presented in Table III, which preserve C3
symmetry but violate T symmetry. While this may be of
use in principle, it has probably little practical relevance.
It will be difficult to generate such third-order moments
of the field distributions without producing also the linear
C3 symmetry breaking fields Bx,y or Jx,y. This strongly
restricts the potential of multipolar field distributions as
knobs for manipulations. Nonetheless, as we discuss in
the next paragraph, they can be potentially valuable as
means of detecting the magnetic skyrmion phases.
B. Supercurrent signature of skyrmions
The spin-orbit coupling on the TI surface implies that
an in-plane supercurrent yields an effective in-plane Zee-
man field zˆ × J19, while the octupolar moment Jx(J2x −
3J2y ) produces a Bz component. This follows from Eq. (1)
after the replacement k→ k + Jτz/2, which leads to
Beff(k) = −Jy
2
xˆ+
Jx
2
yˆ +
Jx
8
(J2x − 3J2y )zˆ
+
Jx
2
(k2x − 3k2y)zˆ + kx(kxJx − 3kyJy)zˆ . (55)
This effective magnetic field couples to the magnetic or-
der parameters and allows controlling the magnetic phase
as discussed before. However the coupling also has con-
sequences in the reverse direction. Rather than manipu-
lating the magnetic order by applied fields, we can look
for the influence of the magnetic order onto the fields.
In particular, a magnetic order M(r) can induce a
supercurrent J(r) which could serve as a probe of the
magnetic order. Most significant is the induced octupolar
distribution J (r) ≡ Jx(r)[J2x(r) − 3J2y (r)], which is the
lowest order term providing information concerning the
skyrmion charge.
At this point we establish the connection between J (r)
and the skyrmion charge C. The integral of the oc-
tupolar supercurrent distribution J (r) over the unit cell,
J0 ≡
∫
UC
drJ (r), becomes nonzero only in the topo-
logically nontrivial skyrmion phases, and in particular
C = signJ0. The relation stems from the identical trans-
formation behavior of J0 and the skyrmion charge C un-
Bz > 0
SC
TI
C = −1
(a)
Bz < 0
SC
TI
C = +1
(b)
FIG. 11. Distinctive pattern of the supercurrent distribution
J (r) which might be induced in a conventional superconduc-
tor placed on top of a TI in the magnetic skyrmion phase.
A weak perpendicular magnetic field Bz > 0 (< 0) selects
the skyrmion charge C = −1 (+1) as shown in (a) and (b).
The quantity J0 =
∫
UC
drJ (r) is proportional to C and can
serve as a signature of the magnetic state. Note that due to
screening effects the pattern observed in experiments could
deviate from what is plotted. However, smooth modifications
would not alter the topological invariant quantity J0, as long
as the value of the skyrmion charge remains unchanged.
der C3v operations, which allows a coupling of the form
J0C. Thus C acts as a source term for J0; i.e., J0 ∝ C.
The plot in Fig. 11 illustrates the potential effect of
the magnetic skyrmion structure on the profile of J (r).
It is obtained without taking into account the unavoi-
dable screening effects and without describing the super-
conducting properties in proximity to the TI fully and
self-consistently. However, we expect a trend in the di-
rection shown. At lowest order in the magnetization we
obtain J(r) ∝ zˆ ×M(r), which yields the supercurrent
distribution
J (r) ∝My(r)
[
M2y (r)− 3M2x(r)
]
. (56)
The real distribution may deviate due to screening ef-
fects, but the value J0 is a topological invariant and can-
not change as long as the magnetic ground state is not
modified.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the magnetic instabilities which
can spontaneously develop in the electronic surface states
of a topological insulator with strong hexagonal warping
effects. The latter can lead to a well-nested hexago-
nal Fermi surface and magnetic instability towards the
formation of a nontrivial magnetic order. Since the
nesting is not perfect the transition only occurs above
a critical strength of a Hubbard interaction. By ana-
lyzing a Landau theory we determined which ones of
the competing magnetic phases are realized for varying
values of the chemical potential, thus extending earlier
work. The Landau expansion at fourth order revealed
that the single-Q phase is not favored; it could become
favored if the C3 symmetry is broken, e.g., by applied
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field. Otherwise the system develops one of two types
of triple-Q magnetic phases, which differ in the value of
the skyrmion charge C. By tuning the chemical poten-
tial one can switch between the different triple-Q phases
with C = 0,±1. For the chemical potential with most
perfectly hexagonally warped Fermi surface the topolo-
gically nontrivial triple-Q skyrmion phase with C = ±1
is favored.
In addition we discussed new perspectives derived from
spontaneous magnetic ordering on the surface of the
topological insulator. In particular, we showed that plac-
ing the magnetized surface in proximity to a conventional
superconductor allows engineering a C3-symmetric topo-
logical superconductor, and we demonstrated the feasi-
bility of such a topological state for realistic values of the
proximity induced superconducting gap. The presence
of the unitary symmetry allows introducing additional
topological invariants and is expected to lead to multiple
Majorana fermions trapped at a single defect. Moreover,
switching on and off the unitary C3 symmetry can assist
implementing topological quantum information proces-
sing protocols19.
With an eye on developing functional devices relying
on the magnetically ordered topological insulator surface,
we further investigated the modification of the magnetic
phase diagram when a perpendicular magnetic field is ap-
plied. By exploiting a quantum phase transition between
two topologically distinct magnetic phases, we can create
a skyrmion switch, which can be valuable for (quantum)
information storage, differing from other experimentally
developed platforms38. In addition the presence of a
skyrmion may lead to a characteristic pattern of super-
currents which can serve as a signature.
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Appendix A: Susceptibility for momentum transfer along high-symmetry lines
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FIG. 12. Susceptibility for momentum transfers along high-symmetry lines. See the discussion below.
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FIG. 13. Susceptibility eigenvalues and spherical angles of the magnetization direction. See the discussion below.
In this appendix we study the behavior of the susceptibility in a wider range of the chemical potential, thus covering
the regimes from circular via hexagonal to snowflake-like. We focus on momentum transfers along high-symmetry
lines.
The distance between two nested sides of the Fermi surface, for a given µ, is given by 2k0. Using Eq. (7) we
find the distances d0,1,2 between the corners of the FS, shown in Fig. 12(a,d), to be given by d0 = 2µ sin(pi/6) = µ,
d1 = 2µ sin(pi/3) =
√
3µ, and d2 = 2k(pi/6, µ) = 2µ. We investigate the spin susceptibility for T = 0 as a function
of µ and the modulus of two vectors q = q(1, 0) and q′ = q′(
√
3/2, 1/2), both running along high-symmetry lines
in momentum space. The simultaneous scanning of these parameters allows us to determine the optimal relations,
µ(q) and µ(q′), that maximize the spin susceptibility. In the plots of Fig. 12(b,c,e,f) we observe different ridges
where the susceptibility has a maximum maximal. These ridges can be attributed to scattering between sides of
the FS and corners with high DOS. As shown in Fig. 12(b,c), we find a dominant ridge in the susceptibility along
µ = (q/2)
√
1 + (q/2)4 with q = 2k0, which is due to the nesting vector connecting the approximately flat parts of
the FS. There is also a subdominant ridge in the susceptibility, which goes along µ = q/
√
3 = d1/
√
3 and arises
due to the nesting of the high-DOS corners of the FS connected with the mirror symmetries (x, y) 7→ (x,−y). In
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Fig. 12(e,f) we find one linear ridge along µ = q′ = d0, originating from nested neighboring corners of the FS. There
is another subleading linear ridge along µ = q′/2 = d2/2 due to nesting between opposite corners connected by
(x, y) 7→ (−x,−y). The arising nonlinear ridge is related to the nesting of FS edges which bend outwards for higher
values of µ.
In Fig. 13(a,c) we present the three spin susceptibility eigenvalues for the most dominant ridge µ = k0
√
1 + k40 and
the nesting vector Q1 = 2k0(1, 0). The plots of (a) and (c) correspond to T = 0 and T = 0.01, respectively. For
Bi2Te3 the temperature value T = 0.01 corresponds to 30 K. The solid curves show the contribution of all bands and
the dashed lines correspond only to the upper helicity intraband contribution. Note that the lower helicity intraband
contribution is negligible. We observe that the largest spin susceptibility eigenvalue is two or three times larger that
the remaining two. The dashed vertical line shows the case for the hexagonal FS with the chemical potential µ = µhex.
In spite of the fact that the susceptibility decreases monotonically, the magnetization direction is stable for higher
temperatures as can be seen in Fig. 13(d).
Appendix B: Calculation of the Landau theory coefficients
The free energy up to fourth order can be written as follows:
F (4) = α
3∑
i=1
|Mi|2 + β1
2
3∑
i=1
|Mi|4 + β2
∑
i<j
|Mi|2|Mj |2 . (B1)
We obtain for the above coefficients and η
α(U = 0) =
∂2F
∂M1∂M
∗
1
∣∣∣∣∣
M1,2,3=0
= Π(2)(Q1,−Q1) , (B2)
2β1 =
∂4F
(∂M1∂M
∗
1 )
2
∣∣∣∣∣
M1,2,3=0
=
1
4
∑
σ∈S4
Π(4) (σ(Q1,−Q1,Q1,−Q1)) , (B3)
β2 =
∂4F
∂M1∂M
∗
1 ∂M2∂M
∗
2
∣∣∣∣∣
M1,2,3=0
=
1
4
∑
σ∈S4
Π(4) (σ(Q1,−Q1,Q2,−Q2)) , (B4)
8η =
∂6F
(∂M1∂M2∂M3)2
∣∣∣∣
M1,2,3=0
=
1
6
∑
σ∈S6
Π(6) (σ(Q1,Q2,Q3,Q1,Q2,Q3)) , (B5)
with the correlation functions
Π(2)(q1, q2) =
∑
s1,s2
∫
dk
(2pi)2
S(2)() tr
{
Ps1(k)σq1Ps2(k + q2)σq2
}
, (B6)
Π(4)(q1, . . . , q4) =
∑
s1,...,s4
∫
dk
(2pi)2
S(4)() tr
{
Ps1(k)σq1Ps2(k−q1)σq2Ps3(k−q1−q2)σq3Ps4(k+q4)σq4
}
, (B7)
Π(6)(q1, . . . , q6) =
∑
s1,...,s6
∫
dk
(2pi)2
S(6)() tr
{
Ps1(k)σq1Ps2(k−q1)σq2Ps3(k−q1−q2)σq3
Ps4(k+q4+q5+q6)σq4Ps5(k+q5+q6)σq5Ps6(k+q6)σq6
}
, (B8)
where σq ≡ M̂q · σ. We used the Matsubara sums S(2,4,6)() which are in general given by
S(m1 × 1, . . . ,mµ × µ) = 1
β
∑
kn
µ∏
ν=1
1
(ikn − ν)mν =
µ∑
ν=1
1
(mν − 1)!
∂mν−1
∂mν−1ν
nF (ν)∏
ρ6=ν
1
(ν − ρ)mρ
 , (B9)
where i 6= j are pairwise different and mν denotes the multiplicities of the poles. In the case of single poles (mν = 1)
we obtain
S(1, . . . , µ) =
µ∑
ν=1
nF (ν)
∏
ρ6=ν
1
ν − ρ . (B10)
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For the second-order correlation function we find the susceptibility in the explicit form
χabq,s,s′ = −
∫
dk
(2pi)2
nF (k,s)− nF (k+q,s′)
k,s − k+q,s′ 〈k, s|σ
a|k + q, s′〉 〈k + q, s′|σb|k, s〉
= −1
2
∫
dk
(2pi)2
nF (k,s)− nF (k+q,s′)
k,s − k+q,s′
{
δab
[
1− ss′gˆm(k)gˆm(k + q)]+ iεabm[sgˆm(k)− s′gˆm(k + q)]
+ss′
[
gˆa(k)gˆb(k + q) + gˆa(k + q)gˆb(k)
]}
. (B11)
The relevant contributions to the susceptibility come from the upper helicity band. Thus we derive the upper
helicity projection of σ for the wave vector q
σ+q (k) = 〈k + q/2,+|σ|k − q/2,+〉 = (B12)(
sin
ϑk+q/2
2
cos
ϑk−q/2
2
exp
{
−iϕk+q/2+ϕk−q/2
2
}
+ cos
ϑk+q/2
2
sin
ϑk−q/2
2
exp
{
i
ϕk+q/2+ϕk−q/2
2
}
,
i sin
ϑk+q/2
2
cos
ϑk−q/2
2
exp
{
−iϕk+q/2+ϕk−q/2
2
}
− i cos ϑk+q/2
2
sin
ϑk−q/2
2
exp
{
i
ϕk+q/2+ϕk−q/2
2
}
,
cos
ϑk+q/2
2
cos
ϑk−q/2
2
exp
{
i
ϕk+q/2−ϕk−q/2
2
}
− sin ϑk+q/2
2
sin
ϑk−q/2
2
exp
{
−iϕk+q/2−ϕk−q/2
2
})
.
Appendix C: Symmetry classification of magnetic order parameters
We perform a symmetry classification of the complex magnetic order parameters Mq under the point group C3v.
The transformation behavior of the axial vector Mq under a group operation G ∈ C3v is given by GMq ≡ D̂−GMG−1q.
In the case of a hexagonal FS and three nesting vectors Q1,2,3 we can classify linear combinations of the magnetic
order parameters MQλ = M
∗
−Qλ ≡ (Mλx, Mλy, Mλz)ᵀ (λ = 1, 2, 3) which transform under different representations
A1, A2 and E of the point group C3v. At first we define the 18-dimensional basis in terms of the original order
parameters
Mᵀ ≡ (MᵀQ1 , Mᵀ−Q1 , MᵀQ2 , Mᵀ−Q2 , MᵀQ3 , Mᵀ−Q3) ≡ (M1x, M1y, M1z, M∗1x, M∗1y, M∗1z, . . .) , (C1)
M † = [13 ⊗ ρx ⊗ 13] ·Mᵀ =
(
M∗1x, M
∗
1y, M
∗
1z, M1x, M1y, M1z, . . .
)
, (C2)
where ρx is a Pauli matrix acting in ±Qi space. For the symmetry classification we consider the action of the point
group operations G ∈ C3v on the magnetic order parameters. We write down the representations D̂M (G) acting in
the basis M ,
D̂M (C3) = D̂λ(C3)⊗ 12 ⊗ D̂−C3 and D̂M (σv)= D̂λ(σv)⊗ ρx ⊗ D̂−σv , (C3)
where the transformations in λ space are given by
D̂λ(C3) =
0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
 and D̂λ(σv) =
1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 (C4)
since the rotation C3 rotates the wave vector Q1 to Q2, etc., and the reflection at the yz plane reflects Q1 → −Q1 and
Q2,3 → −Q3,2. In order to make a connection to the Hamiltonian formalism, we introduce the real order parameter
basis (
MRq
M Iq
)
≡ 1√
2
(
1 1
−i i
)
·
(
Mq
M−q
)
. (C5)
Linear combinations of the above order parameters transform according to respective representations of the point
group. The two-dimensional E representations are formed by (Mx,i,My,i). The representations i = 1, 2, 3 are chosen
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is such a way that they transform like a (kx, ky) vector. The representations i = 4, 5, 6 are chosen to transform like
(−ky, kx).
MA1,1 = 1/√12
(
−2MR1x +MR2x +MR3x −
√
3MR2y +
√
3MR3y
)
, (C6)
MA1,2 = 1/√12
(
−
√
3M I2x +
√
3M I3x + 2M
I
1y −M I2y −M I3y
)
, (C7)
MA1,3 = 1/√3
(
M I1z +M
I
2z +M
I
3z
)
, (C8)
MA2,1 = 1/√12
(
2M I1x −M I2x −M I3x +
√
3M I2y −
√
3M I3y
)
, (C9)
MA2,2 = 1/√12
(
−
√
3MR2x +
√
3MR3x + 2M
R
1y −MR2y −MR3y
)
, (C10)
MA2,3 = 1/√3
(
MR1z +M
R
2z +M
R
3z
)
, (C11)
Mx,1 = 1/√24
(
−
√
3MR2x +
√
3MR3x + 3M
R
2y + 3M
R
3y
)
, (C12)
My,1 = 1/√24
(
−4MR1x −MR2x −MR3x +
√
3MR2y −
√
3MR3y
)
, (C13)
Mx,2 = 1/√24
(
3M I2x + 3M
I
3x +
√
3M I2y −
√
3M I3y
)
, (C14)
My,2 = 1/√24
(√
3M I2x −
√
3M I3x + 4M
I
1y +M
I
2y +M
I
3y
)
, (C15)
Mx,3 = 1/√2
(
M I3z −M I2z
)
, (C16)
My,3 = 1/√6
(
2M I1z −M I2z −M I3z
)
, (C17)
Mx,4 = 1/√24
(√
3M I2x −
√
3M I3x − 3M I2y − 3M I3y
)
, (C18)
My,4 = 1/√24
(
4M I1x +M
I
2x +M
I
3x −
√
3M I2y +
√
3M I3y
)
, (C19)
Mx,5 = 1/√24
(
3MR2x + 3M
R
3x +
√
3MR2y −
√
3MR3y
)
, (C20)
My,5 = 1/√24
(√
3MR2x −
√
3MR3x + 4M
R
1y +M
R
2y +M
R
3y
)
, (C21)
Mx,6 = 1/√2
(
MR3z −MR2z
)
, (C22)
My,6 = 1/√6
(
2MR1z −MR2z −MR3z
)
. (C23)
We point out that the order parameters consist purely of the real (imaginary) parts of the respective original order
parameters.
